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Chairman’s update

Welcome to the latest Employer Update from 
Plumbing Pensions. 

This issue covers the following:

• 2020 actuarial valuation

• Long-term journey plan

• Q&A from employer webinar

• Lock-in rule

• Governance review

• Petition to Court

• Employer VAT invoices

• Reminder: employer portal

• New Pension Schemes Act 2021

I hope you find this Employer Update 
helpful and relevant. If there is anything 
that you would like to see in a future 
issue, please let us know.

Jon Bridger
Trustee Chairman 
Plumbing Pensions (UK) Ltd
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2020 actuarial valuation
The Scheme actuary undertakes regular valuations and advises the Trustee on funding 
matters. These valuations provide a financial health check of the Scheme’s funding position. 
This helps the Trustee and the Scheme’s three Constituent Organisations – SNIPEF, APHC 
and Unite the Union – reach agreement on the funding arrangements for the Scheme.

The Scheme has an actuarial valuation at least once every three 
years which looks at the assets the Scheme holds and compares 
this with the liabilities built up by members’ benefits.

The latest actuarial valuation was carried out as at 5 April 2020 
and showed that the Scheme’s assets covered 99% of the 
Scheme’s liabilities, equating to a shortfall of £31 million. 

The Trustee and the Constituent Organisations agreed a 
Recovery Plan to eliminate the shortfall by November 2027 
through the assumed outperformance of the Scheme’s assets 
relative to the assumed prudent return in the valuation. Deficit 
recovery contributions from employers are not required as part 
of this Recovery Plan. 

Deficit recovery contributions from employers are 
not required as part of this Recovery Plan. 

The decrease in the Scheme’s funding level since the previous 
update as at 5 April 2019 from 108% to 99% is mainly due to 
the stronger funding target which is now being used, following the 
implementation of a lower-risk investment strategy. This reduces 
the expected level of future asset returns and means that more 
assets are required today to meet future benefit obligations. 
Financial market conditions were very volatile around the time 
of the 2020 valuation, but the Scheme’s low-risk investment 
strategy helped to protect the Scheme’s funding level. 
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As part of the latest actuarial valuation, the actuary carried  
out an approximate assessment of the financial position of the 
Scheme if it were hypothetically to have discontinued as at  
5 April 2020. On this basis, the actuary estimated that the assets 
would have been around 79% of the amount needed at that date 
to secure all benefits with an insurance company. This is lower 
than the ongoing funding level described on page 3 as insurers 
are obliged to take a very cautious view of the future and build a 
profit margin into their pricing. 

You should bear in mind that a pension scheme is a long-term 
arrangement. The Trustee is required by law to provide you with 
this information, it does not imply that there is any intention to 
discontinue the Scheme. The shortfall mentioned above was a 
hypothetical situation at a specific date only. 

As required by law, we confirm that no changes, directions or 
schedule of contributions have been imposed on the Scheme by 
the Pensions Regulator, and that there have been no payments 
out of the Scheme’s funds to any of the participating employers 
since the date that the last funding update was issued. 

2020 actuarial valuation (continued)

If you have any questions, or would like any further information, 
please contact the Scheme using the contact details opposite.

Now that the formal funding valuation is complete, the actuary is 
calculating updated section 75 employer debt estimates, which 
should be available to employers on request from August.
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Have we got this right?
We’re sending this update to you because you’re on our records as the Scheme’s contact for pension matters. If you’ve received it 
in error, please forward this update to the correct person and let us know so we can update our records.

Any questions?
If you have any questions about this update, or want to provide feedback, please get in touch by 
emailing: employersupport@plumbingpensions.co.uk or calling: 0131 556 9090.
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Scheme news
Long-term journey plan
We have asked the Scheme’s professional advisers to carry out some modelling to 
help the Board decide whether any changes are needed to the Scheme’s investment 
strategy and to identify what could happen if the Scheme had an unexpected shock. 
This work will help the Trustee agree a long-term journey plan. We will provide 
further information on the Scheme’s journey plan in a future update.

Employer VAT invoices
We are reviewing how we calculate and apportion 
VAT to employers to ensure it is invoiced in a fair and 
reasonable manner. Please accept our apologies for 
the delay. We will write to you with further information 
once we have received clarification from an 
independent VAT expert.

Employer portal
If you haven’t already registered for our 
employer portal, you can register at  
bit.ly/pp-employer-login. You can 
view important Scheme documents on the 
portal such as the Scheme Rules, annual 
reports and updates about investment, 
funding and covenant matters as well as 
newsletters like this.

Employer 
membership
At 5 April 2021, there were  
399 employers. Over the year 
to 5 April 2021:

1 solvent employer wound up

9  employers entered insolvency

4 employers were granted a Flexible 
Apportionment Arrangement 

3 new employers were admitted  
to the Scheme.

Q&A from employer webinar
We ran a webinar for employers on 5 February to talk about the 2020 actuarial 
valuation. If you missed it, a recording of the webinar is available in the employer portal. 
On pages 10 to 12 of this update, you can read a summary of the questions asked by 
employers during the webinar and the answers that were given.
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Governance review
The Trustee and the Constituent Organisations that manage the Scheme (APHC, 
SNIPEF and Unite the Union) appointed an independent adviser to review the 
Scheme’s governance structure. The aim of the review was to:

• Deliver a more effective employer representation model

• Improve the structure and function of the Trustee Board

• Look at the role of the Administration Company as ‘Lead Employer’.

The Trustee and the Constituent Organisations have been working through the 
detailed proposals, which is taking time given the Scheme’s complexity. Once 
agreement has been reached on the proposed way forward, we will write to employers 
and members with further information and to seek feedback on the recommendations. 
We expect this will be in the Autumn.

Scheme Return
The Summer 2021 employer return will be sent by email shortly.

Lock-in rule extension
The Trustee and the Constituent Organisations have agreed to extend the lock-in 
rule to 30 June 2022, to allow time to consult on and implement the governance 
review proposals. A new deed is being prepared to formalise the change. Copies of 
the Scheme Rules are available to employers on request.

Petition to Court
The Trustee needs to know whether 
it can use Scheme funds to cover 
expenses arising from section 75 
employer debt-related matters, for 
example to pursue unpaid debts from 
employers. The Trustee is petitioning 
the Scottish Court to clarify the 
circumstances in which the Trustee can 
rely on the indemnity in the Scheme 
Rules. The petition was delayed by 
Covid-19 and Court closures. Whilst 
a date has now been set to hear the 
Trustee’s petition on 23 July 2021, 
we do not know when a decision is 
likely to be made by the Court.

We will include a progress update  
on the petition in the next newsletter.
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New Pension Schemes Act 2021
The Pension Schemes Act 2021 (the ‘Act’) introduces new duties and obligations on 
pension scheme trustees and employers. This section summarises some of the key changes 
and issues for employers to consider, especially if you plan to make any changes to your 
business. It is provided to raise your awareness of changes in pensions law; it is not 
intended to be, or to replace, legal advice.

Criminal offences
The Act introduces a number of new criminal o¥ences including 
‘avoidance of a section 75 employer debt’ or engaging in 
conduct that risks members’ accrued benefits without a 
‘reasonable excuse’. Both of the new o¥ences  
may be punishable by up to seven years 
in prison and/or an unlimited fine and  
apply to any person, including trustees,  
employers and professional advisers.

New powers for the Pensions Regulator
The Pensions Regulator will be able to impose fines of up to  
£1 million on a range of people for actions taken without a 
reasonable excuse. Such actions include:

• Intentionally avoiding, compromising or reducing a section  
75 employer debt

• Conduct that puts members’ accrued benefits at risk

• Failure to comply with a Contribution Notice (see opposite)

• Not complying with the notifiable events requirements  
(see opposite)
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• Knowingly or recklessly providing materially false or 
misleading information to the Pensions Regulator or pension 
scheme trustees.

Employers in a defined benefit pension scheme like the Scheme 
must notify the Pensions Regulator and the Scheme Trustee as 
soon as reasonably practicable when certain employer-related 
events occur such as:

• Sale of a controlling interest in a participating employer

• Sale of the business or assets of a participating employer

• Granting of security on a debt in priority to the  
Plumbing Pensions Scheme.

The Pensions Regulator may issue a Contribution Notice against 
an employer (or anyone connected or associated) if it acts  
(or fails to act) in a way which:

• Causes a material detriment to the likelihood of members’ 
accrued benefits being received; or

• Where the main purposes was to prevent a section 75 
employer debt from becoming due or being recovered.

Defences are available in both cases where parties can show that 
their actions were reasonable in the circumstances.

You should be aware of the upcoming legislation, particularly 
when making changes to your business. However, new 
regulations are needed to bring the new provisions into force 
so there is still limited information about what trustees and 
employers will actually need to do. 

For further information on how the new Pensions Act might a¥ect 
your business, you should seek independent professional advice.
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Employer webinar Q&As

1. Will the webinar be recorded?
Yes, a recording is available in the employer portal:  
www.plumbingpensions.co.uk/employer-login/ 

2. When will you share the recommendations from 
the independent governance review?
Given the Scheme’s complexity, it is taking time for the 
Trustee and the Constituent Organisations to work 
through the detailed governance review proposals.  
Once agreement has been reached on the proposed  
way forward, we will write to employers and members  
with further information and to seek feedback on  
the recommendations.

3. Will the governance review recommendations 
be available before the 2020 actuarial valuation 
consultation ends, as this may impact the answer  
I give?
No. We wanted to share the 2020 actuarial valuation 
results with employers as soon as we could to help 

employers plan their finances. Given the Scheme’s 
complexity, it is taking time for the Trustee and the 
Constituent Organisations to work through the detailed 
governance review proposals (see previous question). 

4. If Scotland becomes independent from the UK, 
what provisions will the Scottish Government 
make for a Scottish Pension Protection Fund 
(PPF)?
The Scheme is not currently investigating the implications 
of an independent Scotland. However, the Scheme has paid 
levies into the UK-wide PPF for many years. If such 
a scenario arose, it would therefore seem reasonable 
that some kind of agreement would be reached between the 
respective governments to protect members of Scotland-
based schemes. Any transition to an independent Scotland 
is likely to take time to allow a suªcient window for the 
details around pension provision to be carefully considered. 
The Trustee’s objective would be to ensure that there is no 
loss of protection for members’ benefits.

Here is a summary of the questions asked by employers during the actuarial valuation 
webinar held on 5 February and the answers that were given.
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5. Will you provide employer statistics in  
future updates?
Yes. The Scheme also provides information about the 
employer covenant on the employer portal.

6. Can you tell us how many employers have left 
the Scheme in the last five years and under what 
circumstances, i.e. paying the debt?
60 employers ceased to be statutory employers between 
6 April 2016 and 5 April 2021:

• 14 as a result of Flexible Apportionment Arrangements, 
replaced by 12 new employers

• 37 ceased as a result of insolvency

• 4 solvent employers triggered and paid a section  
75 debt

• 5 employers had Condition I applied.

The Trustee has not agreed to any employer ceasing 
to participate in the Scheme since the ‘lock-in’ rule 
was established, other than in Flexible Apportionment 
Arrangements where a new employer takes over the 
departing employer’s liability.

7. I would all like to understand more about why 
for so many years no S75 debts were served and 
collected given that the legislation requires them 
to do so?
The Trustee has previously sent employers information 
about the diªculties of implementing section 75 employer 
debt legislation. Further information can be found on the 
Scheme’s website: www.plumbingpensions.co.uk/
employers/section-75-employer-debt/

8. Will you be issuing each employer with an  
up-to-date S75 liability value letter so that  
they are aware of their exposure should a trigger 
event occur? 

We are aware that some company auditors have taken 
the view that the contingent employer debt liability, if 
known, should be reported in the company’s accounts as 
a contingent liability. Though we do not believe this to be 
the correct treatment, employers should follow their own 
auditor’s advice. 

Now that the formal funding valuation is complete, 
the Scheme actuary is calculating updated section 75 
employer debt estimates as at 5 April 2021, which will be 
available to employers on request from August. We will put 
a news alert on the Scheme website to let employers know 
when they are available.
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Employer webinar Q&As

9. Where can employers get legal advice, when all 
lawyers and pension specialists we have asked 
were unable to assist?
Section 75 employer debt legislation is complex so 
we appreciate it can be diªcult and costly to find 
an experienced adviser to help. We are unable to 
recommend any advisers. We suggest you contact your 
trade association if you are a member. Alternatively, the 
Law Societies of Scotland or England and Wales have 
websites where you can search for law firms by specialism. 

10. How can you justify using Scheme assets, which 
we paid in good faith, to chase employers?
The Trustee has a fiduciary duty under law to pursue the 
payment of section 75 employer debts. The Scheme Rules 
say the fund should be used to cover paying member benefits 
and the costs of running the Scheme. Pursuing a section 75 
debt is an appropriate cost of running the Scheme. 

11. Are the directors and/or shareholders of a limited 
company liable for S75 debt?
Directors concerned about personal liability in their business 
should seek professional advice. Our understanding of the 
legislation is that directors of a limited company are not usually 
liable for a company’s liabilities unless they have o¥ered 
personal guarantees or have wilfully acted to defraud creditors. 

12. Can directors be held liable for the Scheme’s 
funding shortfall if a Flexible Apportionment 
Arrangement (FAA) has been agreed?
See previous question – you should seek professional 
advice if you are concerned about your position as a 
company director. A company that takes on the pension 
liabilities for another employer through an FAA could 
be required to pay deficit reduction contributions in the 
future, if there were a funding shortfall.

13. What happens to our section 75 employer debt 
in 30 years, when potentially all our company 
shareholders and directors retire and the 
company is no longer trading?
Winding up a business is a section 75 employer debt 
trigger event. However, it is impossible to quantify the 
size of an employer’s section 75 debt in 30 years’ time 
because it depends on many factors which are outside  
of the Trustee’s control and which change over time.

14. Are all the questions from the webinar going to be 
made available?
We have summarised all the questions submitted here.
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